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SHOCKINGLY EASY

We meet those in front line of dealing with cardiac

Rapid response
is world-class
■■LIZZY BUCHAN
Health reporter

E

DINBURGH is worldfamous for its festivals
but there is less recognition for one of its most vital
achievements – treating cardiac arrests.
A team of Lothian paramedics are part of a pioneering rethink on how to save hundreds
of lives.
Known as the Resuscitation
Rapid Response Unit (3RU),
the team was set up three years
ago to trial a new approach in
the Capital that would lead the
way and drag Scotland from its
place at the bottom of the table
in terms of survival rates.
Working with emergency
medical consultants from the
award-winning
Resuscita-
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tion Research Group, based at
Edinburgh Royal Infirmary, the
paramedics receive fortnightly
training to ensure
they are working
at the forefront of
critical care.
And it seems to
be working, as the
chances of surviving a cardiac
arrest in Edinburgh are now
among the highest
in the world.
Someone having
an arrest, when
the heart suddenly
stops
pumping
blood, has a 17 per
cent chance of surviving if it
happens in Edinburgh.
The figures might seem low
but it is impressive when com-

pared to the UK average of
nine per cent and the European
average of ten per cent.
The
Evening
News joined the
squad on the road
for a morning to
shed light on how
they are using the
whole chain of survival to transform
critical care.
Call
handlers
at the centre in
South Queensferry
are told to mark
any potential cardiac arrest call as
quickly as possible
and to dispatch a
3RU unit alongside a normal
ambulance.
This can be a motorbike or a
car manned by one of the 3RU

SHOCKINGLY

EASY
SAVE A LIFE WITH
A DEFIBRILLATOR

team, which ensures there are
always three paramedics at
every call instead of the usual
two. There are plans to roll this
out across the whole of Scotland.
Team
leader
Donald
McPhail revealed the extensive
kit the paramedics take with
them, including ultrasound
machines and a mechanical
CPR device that can deliver
chest compressions to a casualty without aid.
The device allows paramedics to carry a casualty down
stairs while still delivering
compressions.
The squad can even conduct
an electrocardiogram (ECG) on
any patient suspected of having
an episode, which measures the
electrical function of the heart.
This is sent on to the ERI

standing ready:
Paramedic Donald
McPhail at the back
of a rapid response
vehicle

ahead of the ambulance so
medics can be ready to kickstart treatment immediately.
Despite being on high alert
for these calls, Donald also
responds to other emergency
alerts, including a two-year-old
girl, who might have suffered

a seizure and a man in his 50s,
who was presenting signs of
having a stroke.
He said: “Survival rates in
Edinburgh are now among the
best in the world thanks to this
collaborative working between
the Scottish Ambulance Serv-
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arrests and reveal chances of surviving in Capital now among the highest
Picture: TOBY WILLIAMS

Teenagers
are all heart

GREAT EFFORT: Miryne Ogg and Abbie Reid donate £700 to the Shockingly Easy
Campaign with the cheque accepted by Karen Greechan and Conor Greechan

ice and the research groups.
One of the things we have
found is having a third person
at the scene means the quality
of response is materially better
than when you don’t.”
Data from the defibrillator is
recorded to build a better pic-

ture of responses and the squad
is also believed to be the first
place in the world to create a
video audit, where paramedics
wear a camera to record video
footage to help improve their
response.
The footage is encrypted for

Reader travel

viewing on only one computer
and it is destroyed afterwards.
The 3RU initiative has raised
the standard of response across
the whole ambulance service,
Donald added.
Dr Gareth Clegg, one of the
leaders of the Resuscitation
Research Group, said: “Most
paramedics might see three
cardiac arrests in a year but
the guys in this team see about
three a week.
“So they are focused on what
needs to be done and com-

pletely up to speed with the latest techniques.”
Quick delivery of CPR from
bystanders is one of the most
important factors in the chain
of survival, something the 3RU
team is hoping will increase
among the public as it is currently only delivered in half of
the cases.
Dr Clegg, who is also an
honorary consultant at the ERI,
said: “I prefer to think of it as
relay race, so the chain of survival will fall apart if the baton

TWO teenage girls have
spearheaded an impressive
fundraising drive for our
defibrillator appeal.
Miryne Ogg, 13, and
Abbie Reid, 15, came up
with the idea of hosting
a fun day at Goodtrees
Neighbourhood Centre,
in Moredun, which raised
more than £730 for the
Jamie Skinner Foundation.
Abbie’s mum Gwen
Macmillan said: “The girls
both knew Jamie Skinner
and they wanted to do
something good in his
memory.
“I’m really proud of their
hard work.”

is dropped between any of the
stages.
“From the initial ambulance
call, to bystander CPR and defibrillation, on to hospital care
and afterwards.
“But the majority of outof-hospital cardiac arrests
will have no chance without
bystander CPR.”
Dr Clegg praised the ambulance service for their enthusiasm and openness for the
project, which he said might
not have been possible else-

where. He said: “One of the
major things that has made
this a success is the willingness
of the ambulance service to
examine their data and look for
improvements.”
The Scottish Government
collaborated extensively with
the team for its new cardiac
arrest strategy, which was published earlier this year.
It aims to save 1000 additional lives across the country
by 2020.
lizzy.buchan@edinburghnews.com
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Departing Friday 27 May 2016
Join the gardening glitterati at Chelsea,
the show all the top professionals
want to be known for, with over 550
exhibitors striving for the horticultural
prize of prizes, a Chelsea Gold Medal.
 Return flight from Edinburgh airport to London†
 2 nights stay at the 4 star Tower Guoman
hotel with full English breakfast
 Airport taxes and return transfer from the
airport to your hotel
 Admission to the Chelsea Flower Show,
with coach transfer
 Free time in London
 One piece of hold luggage
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64 Plate Hy
• 15” Alloy Wheels

• Bluetooth
Connectivity with
Voice Recognition
• Electric Windows
& Mirrors
• Front Fog Lights
• Folding Door
Mirrors

3 dAyS, by AIR

The advertised price is correct as of 24 Sept 15.
Organised by Omega Holidays plc, ABTA V4782. ATOL Protected 6081. Single supplement applies. Subject to availability.
†We have included a reasonable budget for your flights. Should the cost of these fall below or rise above this amount
we will amend the holiday cost to reflect these changes and therefore the price may increase or decrease accordingly.
The final price will be confirmed at the time of booking.
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61-65 Rose Street,
Edinburgh, EH2 2NH
Reservations 0131 225 5979
157 Hope Street, Glasgow,
G2 2UQ
Reservations 0141 572 1405
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